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Latin American music for children that the whole family can enjoy; features the contagious and diverse

sounds of Latin America; wonderful harmonies and arrangements; great for the classroom, the home or

the car; cd includes lyrics and translations. 12 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music,

LATIN: General Details: Cantar artists Patricia Vergara of Brazil, Cecilia Esquivel of Argentina and Diana

Sez of Puerto Rico introduce audiences to the beautiful songs and rhythms of Latin America. Drawing

from the musical heritage of the Caribbean, Central and South America, Cantar performs songs in

Spanish and Portuguese, while sharing the music's cultural and historical background. Cantar performers

are joined by a talented ensemble of Latin American musicians, in new renditions of traditional songs

from Latin America plus original compositions in Spanish and Portuguese. People are talking about

Cantar and their CD... I'm totally addicted to your CD... It's beautiful!! I love all the songs. I'm learning so

much about the styles of music from different countries... it's fascinating. Susan Levy, Bilingual Teacher,

Highland View ES, Silver Spring MD My school principal uses your song "Buenos Das" every day to

welcome the entire school during morning announcements! Marlo Castillo, ESOL teacher at Spring Hill

Lake ES, Greenbelt MD Thanks for being an inspiration to me and my students. I will be lobbying to get

you to come back next year! David J. Stellitano, Social Studies Teacher - Thurmont Middle School,

Thurmont MD Thank you so much for your wonderful music. This is the first time that my sons and I enjoy

listening to the same music. Your tape is played over and over in the car and we never get tired of it!

Susan Barnes, parent - Riegelsville, Pennsylvania
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